On the instigation of Sir William Osler he took a prominent part in founding this Section fifty years ago, He was one of the first Honorary Secretaries and contributed a paper at the inaugural meeting on contributions from the history of medicine to the problem of the transmission of typhus. He followed Sir William Osler and Sir Norman Moore in the Presidential chair and also followed Sir Norman Moore as its representative on the Library Committee. He contributed many interesting papers to the Proceedings of the Society, including those on Martial and medicine, plague banners, and Oliver Goldsmith and medicine.
Crawfurd is said to have been a contributor to the Times Literary Supplement, but of the nature of these contributions no record now exists. There is, however, an occasional letter from Crawfurd in The Times covering such topics as the German outrages, the hardships of medical women and the song of the nightingale.
When he died many testified to his different gifts but all spoke of his innate courtesy and kindliness. It is interesting to recall at a time when the Royal College of Physicians is on the point of removing to a new home, that Crawfurd, despite a sentimental attachment to the premises in Pall Mall East, was anxious for its removal to a more spacious and appropriate site. With the then President, Lord Dawson, he explored several sites, having in view the inevitable changes and crowding in and around Pall Mall and the directions in which London was extending, and a site well removed from the present one was favoured. They were inclined to look towards the north-west district of London. Crawfurd held a pride in the long history and tradition of the College and a conviction that on their sure foundations should be built a policy of cooperative leadership, directing medicine along the path of knowledge and making it a body of force in the determination of national well-being.
Crawfurd had three sons and it is by courtesy of Mr Kenneth Crawfurd, the youngest son, that I am able to show a portrait of his father (Fig 4) from a drawing by Van Sir D'Arcy Power was 56 when this Historical Section was founded. He had been Surgeon to St Bartholomew's Hospital for eight years, and was well known as a historian also. Nearly thirty years earlier he had been asked to edit the notes and papers on the early history of surgery in England collected by John Flint South, surgeon to St Thomas's and President of the Royal College of Surgeons 1851 and 1860; he published in 1886 the admirable epitome of this collection which is generally called 'South's Memorials'. From 1893 onwards he had been contributing memoirs of medical men to the Dictionary of National Biography, a task which he shared with Sir Norman Moore, G T Bettany and others, but one for which his gifts were peculiarly apt, though he modestly said that it was the task which taught him accuracy and precision. He wrote in all some 200 D.N.B. 'lives'. For Fisher Unwin's Masters of Medicine series he had written in 1897 the admirable brief life of William Harvey which has not lost its position as the most readable account of that great man. Many years later he wrote more fully on Harvey's European travels (1917). Power's ability and diligence as a scholar were proved by his edition, from numerous Middle-English manuscripts, of the fifteenth century surgical treatises of John Arderne; this was published by the Early English Text Society in 1910.
Power was born in 1855, the eldest son of a successful London surgeon, but as his father, Henry Power, was still making his way while D'Arcy was growing up, and there were numerous younger brothers and sisters, he had to fend for himself. He wanted to be a physiologist, his heart being more in research than practice, but paid openings in that line were few in those days. However, he proved an able surgeon, a popular teacher of medical students, and a ready writer of textbooks and clinical articles. He was active in the medical societies and as a medical journalist, while his sterling honesty and good sense brought him responsibility as treasurer or president of many of the groups which he joined.
A bibliography of his books and papers was compiled by a committee of the Osler Club, for the volume of his 'Selected Writings' presented to him by his friends on his 75th birthday; it records no less than 609 items, and he continued to write voluminously in his remaining ten years of life. His more important works must be briefly named: 1843 -1930 (1930 ) 2 vols, revised. Bristol. Supplement 1930 -1940 (1953 
